
VIKING YouSafeTM Storm, immersion suit, SOLAS/MED, NMD
Product number: PS5026

n Self-righting approved by NMD according to requirements for mobile drilling units (MODU)

n A total of 275 N buoyancy ensures a minimum of 12 cm freeboard

n PU coated Nylon shell with a quilted thermal liner

Rugged multi-layer offshore immersion suit with attached inflatable buoyancy 
module eliminating the need for a separate lifejacket. Enhanced freeboard and a high 
level of thermal for excellent safety performance under tough marine conditions.

VIKING YouSafe™ Storm
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VIKING YouSafe™ Storm
MODEL

PPE
Protective Suits

YouSafe™ Storm |  SOLAS/MED NMD



FOR FURTHER INFORMATION VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT
Protecting people and businessWWW.VIKING-LIFE.COM

Approvals

- SOLAS/MED - immersion suit (6 hours)
- NMD approved for use on  

Mobile Offshore Drilling Units (MODU)

Outer material 

- PU coated Nylon

Lining

-  Quilted thermal liner

Color options

- High visibility yellow

Design features

-  Integrated buoyancy aid with turning capabilities  
according to NMD requirements

-  A total of of 275 N buoyancy
-  Minimum 12 cm freeboard
-  Integrated suspenders for one-size-fits-all adjustment
-  Oversize fit for easy donning and better comfort
-  Heavy duty outer fabric
-  Extended metal zipper
-  Light, whistle and buddy line
-  High visibility in dark water
-  Strap-attached gloves for easy donning
-  Heavy duty soles
-  Integrated sprayhood

Typical applications

-  Offshore Oil & Gas
-  Vessels including Mobile Offshore Drilling (MODU)

Sizes

- 54/Universal: 140-200 cm, 50-100 kg
- 58/Oversize:  190-210 cm, 100-160 kg
 
Special instructions

-    No lifejacket required

Options

-  Airtight packing
-  Print: vessel name and port name

Exchange concept

-  No

Service Interval

-  3 years (more frequently after 10 years)
-  Available with 5 year service interval  

for Norwegian flagged vessels 
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Specifications

Related items

VIKING YouSafe™ Breeze, 
immersion suit, SOLAS (PS5006)

VIKING YouSafe™ Blizzard,  
immersion suit, SOLAS (PS5002)
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YouSafe™ Storm |  SOLAS/MED NMD


